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Protect your iPhone 4 with a Ballistic Case

By John Rivas
Special to the Daily Sun

If you invested your money in a new iPhone 4 and it fell and broke, repairs
may be expensive. The alternative to it: Protect it!
I got my iPhone 4 the day it was released, June 24, 2010. There were NO
cases  for  it,  so  I  searched  the  web  and  found  BALLISTIC®,
www.goballisticcase.com.
They just launched the Ballistic® HC (Hard Core) case for the iPhone 4.

This is a rugged, but stylish case, that as they say,  is Designed to Survive Life! It offers an impressive four
layers of durable protection, making it the most technically advanced rugged case on the market. It is a much
better and safer option, than the gel or rubber covers commonly available on the market. Its four layers consist
of  an inner  rubber  that  protects the phone’s finish and drop/shock,  a rigid structural frame,  an outer  shock
absorption rubber, and a removable outer silicone rubber shock absorption layer with connector plug/seals. The
outer gel skin layer is interchangeable and other great features are its front facing inward holster and built-in
screen protector.
This  is  no ordinary  case to prevent  scratches from falls.  It  is  an extraordinary  case that  presents  repairs
because of a fall. With this case you will not be afraid that you might drop your new iPhone 4.
If you prefer a pouch, they also have the Ballistic Universal Sport Rugged Pouch, which as its name says, is a
rugged pouch made from a tough exterior material.It opens and closes easily with Velcro and has an extremely
durable belt clip.
On www.goballisticcase.com you can purchase the case or the pouch, and see other device cases they have.
Ballistic was created 6 years ago, when the owner’s phone fell, cracking its screen. He believed there had to be
a way to offer  consumers a high level of  protection in a case that  still looked good.  They began designing
private label holsters and belt clips that simply would not break and made millions of OEM branded holsters and
belt  clips.  Today,  the Ballistic HC (Hard Core) case provides the most advanced degree of  drop protection
currently on the market.
After I tried the Ballistic HC case for my iPhone 4, “I will always be a Ballistic Man no matter what OTTER
companies do!”
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